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CHAMOIS & RED STAG HUNTING - FRANCE
5 hunting days - 1 Trophy Red Stag up to 14 points & 1 Trophy Chamois no limit

Price per hunter:  7.750 €

Included:  Fully guided 1x1 outings – 2 outings per day - All transport during hunting - French 
hunting license and insurance - French VAT.

Not included:  Airport transfer @ 350 euros / car - Riffle hire @ 50 euros / day - Ammo @ 5 
euros / bullet shot - Tips @ 20 to 50 euros / day generally - Accommodation @ 150 euros / 
person / night (single room occupancy – full board basis including breakfast, packed lunch or 
lunch and 3 courses diners, without drinks) - 1st preparation of the trophy (skull) + shipping to 
the hunter @ 100 euros - Taxidermy shoulder mount + shipping to the hunter @ 600 euros - 
Joiner sharing hunter’s room @ 50 euros / night - Joiner using a single room @ 150 euros / night

Red Deer & Chamois stalking – 01. - 20. October 2020

The areas near Quillan in the Department Aude have between 1500 – 2000 ha and offer a perfect 
opportunity to hunt Red Stag – Chamois and huge Wild Boar in one area. Main trophy will be Red 
Stag – we are hunting only during the Red Stag rut. Chamois can be hunted when you have 
taken the stag. There is also a good chance to get big Wild Boars. All these hunts are taking 
place in open / free range estates. All animals are truly wild and therefore unpredictable. Each 
hunter should have a certain degree of fitness and the skill to shoot up to 250 meters for the 
mountain hunts. There are no limits on the Red Stag and Chamois trophies, they prices are the 
same if you take a 8 pointer or a 16 pointer - same if you take a regular or medal Chamois 
trophy!

Accommodation will be in charming traditional Hotels, mostly old castles which are comfortably 
reformed and equipped. They are normally not more than 45 minutes away from the hunting 
grounds and are perfect if you are coming with your wife. They all provide the great traditional 
food of the region and the famous French wines. 

At the time of booking, we require a 50% deposit to confirm dates. Balance shall be paid 60 days 
before the shooting, or at arrival if previously agreed. Please ask for an detailed and personalized 
proposal.
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